Northrop Frye, radical structuralist that he is, will back away from the painting fixed on the wall until it blurs with more and more of its neighbors, "all re drawal from the crumbling language of the poem itself. Once Eliot had abandoned personal, sexual love in the poem "La figlia che piange," mustn't he be viewed as the exemplary final man upon the final hill, for whom every personal face is but a mask beyond which one moves into "the still point of the turning world"?
Even more important to the change that takes place for Gunn in "Misan Only as a result of doing this does he realize in direct experience that as he gazes upon a man, he is himself gazed upon, as he touches another, he is himself touched, and that his own self and his whole world are enlarged and enlivened by this interaction. Gunn does not simply assert this but works it out experientially by means of echoes. The first man's affirming in the 17th poem that you must pause, if you can, echoes and is even learned from the scratched man's pausing in the 16th poem. The first man's revulsion from the stale stench, the hang-dog eyes and the pursed mouth of the scratched man in the 16th poem echoes the scratched man's response to the first man when he first sees him in the 15th poem:
The creature sees him, jumps back, staggers, calls, Then, losing balance on the pebbles, falls. Gunn's use of the word "stared" to express the way in which we must connect with others suggests harshness. And his last words, "Immeasurable/
The dust yet to be shared" come out with a grudging sigh. But Gunn has made his recognition and affirmation. And the poems which follow "Misanthropos" in Touch, especially the last one, "Back to Life," and many poems in his most recent volume, Moly, show that he meant it.
The innermost sense of experience which forces Gunn to pull himself out of his isolation still remains to be explained. What forces him to affirm the value of human community is, I believe, his sense that his own nature as an in dividual is communal, even when he is most isolated. Observing the first man, in the 13th poem, "darkening in the heavy shade/ Of trunks that thicken in the ivy's grip," he sees that his very existence as an individual, composed of himself as self-aware observer and himself as a rudimentary man, is about to be annihilated.
It is his commitment to himself as a community, as both spy and spied on, which forces him finally to turn out toward others. The final choice is between dissolving into nature and rejoining men. Gunn chooses the sec ond because of his growing awareness that the very essence of himself as an indi vidual is communal and that he will not survive in any form at all if he becomes one with nature.
As early as the second poem of "Misanthropos," Gunn reveals the double ness of his individuality as poet and the last man quite emphatically.
In Disgust.
The form of the whole of "Misanthropos" is implicit in these lines. The ex perience of the last man is based upon disgust, upon misanthropy. But the nature of this disgust is articulated in marvellously varied discussions carried on between the last man and his echo or, to reverse the coin, between Gunn
